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Should Great Britain Leave the European Union?
Survey of Business Perspectives
Introduction
Many organisations struggle in finding the simple answers to complex
questions, leading to over-detailed questionnaires and processes that provide
so much data that the answer is obscured.
In order to demonstrate how a very focused, simple approach can get to the
heart of the issue, we asked over 1000 business professionals the following
knotty question through our ‘One-Click’ market research tool: “Should Great
Britain leave the European Union?” It allows respondents to reply with a single
click in an e-mail, with the option of briefly explaining their answer.
A week later, we have learned the following about this important question:
The results
The One-Click survey was sent to
the 1300 business professionals that
I have come to know personally over
the last 20 years, mainly working in
Business Services, Professional
Services, and Construction, amongst
others.
Unsurprisingly,
most
responses came from within those
sectors and industries.
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The actual ‘vote’ was a surprise,
however, with a remarkably high
proportion saying that they were in
favour of the Remain option for the
UK. This does not accord at all well
with current national polls that have
suggested that the current split is
actually very close between the
‘Remains’ and the ‘Leaves’. Why
should there be this difference?
To get some better clarity on this, it is worthwhile taking a look at the reasons
put forward by the respondents for holding their views.
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Arguments to Remain

The strongest arguments put forward by the Remain camp are:
1. Remaining in the EU is key to maintaining a stable economy (per 59%
of those who gave Remain comments). Here is a typical comment:
• “If the UK votes to leave the EU, this would give rise to a long
period of uncertainty which would be very damaging for the
economy.”
2. Britain will be much better able to tackle UK, EU, and World problems
(24% of those with Remain comments). However, there is another,
broader, agenda:
• “This is so often dealt with as a simple economic choice. It is much
more. The broader political, social and shared security issues are
just as important. Recognising and strengthening our position by
playing our part in the European neighbourhood is very important.
We must continue to use our influence to spread political and social
unity within this group and use our wider network across the globe
to further economic improvement for the world's underclasses while
tackling the world's sustainability challenges whether or resource
availability, climate change or terrorism in all its forms.”
• “I believe that the issues facing the world require concerted effort
not individual action. I therefore believe that it is important that the
members of the EU work together not pull apart.”
3. Leaving the EU would create uncertainty and risk (22%). The ‘why risk
it?’ questions weighs heavily on many business professionals:
• “We have no real idea how the UK would perform as an
independent in this global economy, hence anyone who states they
can predict what might happen has no concept of the risk and the
importance that the business world places on certainty. By staying
in Europe we know what we are getting and we can look for
improvements over time. Think marginal gains like the sporting elite
of British Cycling!”
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Arguments to Leave

The concerns of the Leave camp, however, are:
1. It is vital to liberate Britain from the bureaucracy and costs of the EU
(64% of those who gave Leave comments). Here are typical
comments:
• “I still subscribe to 'small is beautiful' and the EU is too big to be
nimble enough to respond to today's fast changing world. If it does
not reform itself radically I think it will implode because it is so
unwieldy. At the moment there is no political will for radical change
or even recognition that it is necessary. Lemmings heading for the
cliffs comes to mind!”
• “Someone once said that "a horse designed by committee is a
camel..." The committee of the EU demands too many
compromises for the UK and so I believe in driving our own destiny.
This is because I believe in the UK capability to perform, short and
long-term, on a world stage.”
2. Europe is undemocratic and interfering (36% of those with Leave
comments):
• “The EU undermines our parliamentary democracy. Too many
directives etc coming out of Europe are made by commissioners
who are not answerable to the electorate.”
3. Immigration (21%). Immigration is a material concern:
• “The immigration approach in dealing with genuine refugees has
been disastrous, allowing totally free movement has prejudiced
entire populations against the genuine physical needs of refugees
(rather than economic aspirations of migrants). I would prefer our
own immigration policy which is generous towards genuine need
without the battle of prejudice which has arisen through free
economic movement. As a result of the EU policies I believe we are
de-humanising as a society.”
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Why the ‘Don’t Knows’ don’t know

The much targeted Don’t Knows have some clear views regarding the help
that they need:
1. Balanced information that will help them to make the right choice (63%
of those who gave Don't Know comments). Here are typical comments:
• “The debate swings between the emotional and strategic, no one
side has a compelling argument and the complexity of the issues
mean soundbites take precedence over substance.”
• “I feel there is a lack of balanced information that is free from
political influences.”
2. It is too complex (25% of those with comments):
• “Too many dependancies.”
Strategy - Mergers and Acquisitions - Change Management

Strength of Feeling Index
You can gauge the strength of
feeling that people hold by
looking at how many of the
respondents have taken the
time to provide comments.
Those that chose Leave and
Don't Know made more
comments per respondent
than
those
who
chose
Remain.
This tells us the following:
• The Don’t Knows are expressing their frustration at the political spin
and lack of good information available.
• The Leaves are the most engaged with the issues.
• The Remains have a sizeable contingent that is probably voting
Remain for safety reasons. Why risk the change?
It is also worth reviewing the other information that we can glean from the
single question.
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International vs. UK perspectives
I have taken a look at
international vs. UK respondents.
The
international
business
people (mostly from North
America, Middle East, Australia
and Europe) want Great Britain
to stay in Europe more than the
British do with a positive balance
of 77% for the international
respondents vs. 51% for the UK
respondents.
Perspectives by industry
The same basic picture is apparent by industry, as we have seen elsewhere.
However the reasons for the differences that exist are all in the data, and can
be determined through linking the stated reasons with the sectors. The golden
rule applies: Do only what you need to take the necessary decisions.
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Conclusions
As a result of this mini study, what recommendations should be made to the
teams that will be leading the Brexit campaigns on either side? Well in order
to influence business-minded voters, I suggest the following:
For the Remain Campaign
1. Build on the fear of economic damage and uncertainty. Project Fear
will provide its reward…
2. Inspire the visions of the ‘greater, glorious good that will be created as
the people of Europe collaborate together to solve the world’s
problems’ etc. etc.
3. Give the Don't Knows credible and believable evidence of historic
break-ups that went disastrously wrong (e.g. USSR).
For the Leave Campaign
1. Build on the fear of immigration and the anger against interference and
loss of democracy.
2. Undermine the credibility of the EU establishment, through compelling
and punchy case studies focused on bureaucracy and cost.
3. Inspire the visions of the ‘sovereign greatness of the British Empire’
(while never calling it that).
4. Give the Don't Knows credible and believable evidence of historic
break-ups that worked well (e.g. Czechoslovakia).
Strategy - Mergers and Acquisitions - Change Management

So why are the survey scores of 72% Remain vs. 17% Leave so different from
the national figures?
The answer probably lies in the mix of the respondents. This survey is
targeted at business people, who spend a lot of time worrying about how their
business will succeed. Whether membership of the EU is good or bad in the
long term is unclear, but the fact is that the worry of an exit possibly disrupting
business will weigh heavily on this population. Referenda are usually won or
lost on fear, just as general elections are usually won on the basis of the
incompetence of the losing side (a personal view!).
On the other hand, from the point of view of the general population, the
greater worry is likely to be in other places. Immigration in particular is often
seen as a real threat to my job and my life. Project Fear, again…
We asked just one burning question in our survey. What is your burning
question? What do you need to find out?
Staffan Engstrom, 11th April 2016
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Appendix
Here is the One-Click question that I sent out a week ago to 1300 business
contacts:
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